
VISTAWALL

MS 360™ Sliding 
Mall Front

The MS 360™ is the ideal mall slider when economy and ease
of operation are primary considerations. Door panels glide
effortlessly on multiple tracks. To close, simply pull one
panel and the others (which link to the first panel with our
exclusive flange & neoprene bumper system) are pulled out
on their own track. To open, slide the door panels back to
their original position at one or both sides of the opening. A
good choice for either schools, offices or malls, the panels
can recess into pockets, act as conventional multi-sliding
doors, or as by-passing wall doors.

CONSTRUCTION

The Vistawall exclusive flange and neoprene bumper system
overlaps from one panel to the next which prevents racking.
These interlocking panels cannot be removed when in locked
position. Panels arranged in more than one plane interlock at
meeting stiles while those meeting in the same plane butt
and interlock, forming a safe, secure, tamper resistant barrier.
Panels can be manufactured as high as 12’0” and as wide as

7’0” and may require an intermediate horizontal depending
on the configuration desired. (See the Vistawall detail binder
or speak with a Vistawall sales representative for further
information.)

CONFIGURATIONS

Available in three standard styles, the MS 360 readily adapts
to any interior location. When opened, the Conventional
Multi-Sliding Door stacks the panels in view. For example, a
4-panel unit will slide to one side allowing access through
3/4 of the original opening. With a By-Passing Wall Door,
sliding panels are offset to the interior or exterior of the wall
opening allowing full access through the entire original open-
ing. The Pocket Door recesses into a prepared pocket in the
wall also permitting full access through the finished opening.
All three sliding door types are flush glazed after assembly
and are manufactured for 1/4” 
glazing only.
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HARDWARE

Vistawall MS 360 panels are equipped with
adjustable, heavy duty, hardened steel, tandem
wheel assemblies equipped with two self con-
tained steel bearing rollers. The panels roll on a
cap manufactured of rugged 22 gauge roll formed
stainless steel. An Adams Rite MS 1850 A505
Hookbolt cylinder lock (31/32” backset) is
installed for non by-passing panels with flush
pulls available for pocket doors.

Other Vistawall products include standard
entrances, store fronts, window systems and cur-
tain walls as well as Naturalite Skylight Systems,
Skywall Translucent Systems and Modu-Line
Window Systems

For additional information see your Vistawall Detail
Catalog and call your local Vistawall representative or
Vistawall regional sales office.

The MS 360™ system is one in the series of Alumiline® sliding mall fronts. 
Alumiline® is a registered trademark of Vistawall Architectural Products.
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